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This comprehensive book is an excellent resource for those who wish to
venture into the mountains.
Scotland has a huge range of mountain landscapes, from the Southern
Uplands' rolling hills to the Cairngorms' arctic plateaus to the jagged peaks
of Torridon and Skye. 283 majestic summits rise above 3000ft – the
famous Munros – and below them are spectacular lochs, forests and
rivers.
The various scenery has something for everyone: massive cliffs for rock
and ice climbs, long high ridges for hillwalking, rolling plateaus for ski
touring and forests and glens for long-distance walks. There is ample
opportunity for wild camps as well as other accommodation options.
• all Scotland's ranges described, grouped into 7 regions. With overviews
and detailed mapping.
• overview of key ascents, access, bases and recommended walking and
climbing guides

Key marketing points
• Important all-embracing guide for the mountain adventurer
• Author has served as President of the Mountaineering Council of
Scotland
• Superb photography and exceptional detail

About the author
Award-winning author Chris Townsend was the first person to complete a
continuous round of all the Scottish Munros and Tops. He has also walked
across the Scottish mountains from coast to coast 14 times. Chris has
served as President of the Mountaineering Council of Scotland.
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